Definition
The buff, designed to protect and beautify nails, a highly specialized and flexible lacquer that does not easily crack and flake with natural nail movement is called as nail polish.

History
Nail polish took birth about 5,000 years ago, to at least 3000 BC, in China.

Contemporary Composition of Nail Polish
- During the Ming Dynasty, Chinese nail varnishes and lacquers were synthesized from a combination of beeswax, egg whites, gelatin, vegetable dyes, and Gum Arabic.
- The Egyptians used orange henna to stain their fingernails.
- In China as well as in Egypt, the colour was used to symbolize particular social classes.
- During the Chou empire (600 BC), gold and silver were the royal colour choices, and later, royalty preferred black and red and thus applied these colours to their nails to indicate their status.

Modern Nail Polish
Modern nail polish is in fact a advanced version and variant of automobile paint. The formulation objective of most manufacturers is to provide as much film as possible in a single application coat.

Qualities of Nail Polish
The main qualities of Nail Polish are-
- Application ease
- Quick drying time
- Maximum hardening
- Chip resistance and
- A natural pearl essence
Typically, the application of two coats is necessary to obtain adequate film thickness and sufficient opacity.

Modern Composition of Nail Polish
The three major ingredients in most nail polish brands are-
- Organic solvents
- Resins (thickeners or hardening agents), and
- Colour pigments.
Organic solvents
The most frequent organic solvents are ethyl acetate and butyl acetate (both also used as solvents in nail polish removers). These solvents are called esters which are synthesized by reacting a carboxylic acid with an alcohol; the general formula is \( R-COO-R' \). As volatile solvents, these esters evaporate quickly, leaving the resin/pigment mixture attached to the nail surface as a thin coating.
Other commonly used solvents include acetone, toluene, methyl chloroform, dipropylene, ethyl alcohol, and isopropyl alcohol. Solvents are responsible for the strong odour of nail polishes.

Resins
These are the types of polymers and are the thickening and hardening agents that, without pigments, serve as colourless nail protectors resembling clear furniture lacquer. These agents include nitrocellulose (collodion) and different acrylate and polyester/polyurethane copolymers. Copolymers include chemicals such as methacrylic acid, isobutyl methacrylate, toluenesulfonamido formaldehyde resin, phthallic anhydride/trimellitic anhydride/glycol copolymer, tosylamide/formaldehyde resin, and dimethicone copolyol.

Colour pigments
Nail polish pigmentation is likely to be the essence of the polish and of supreme importance to the consumer. A variety of drug and cosmetic dyes are used in combination to achieve the desired colour. Colouring may also be attributable to the presence of chemicals such as chromium oxide greens, chromium hydroxide green, ferric ferrocyanide, ferric ammonium ferrocyanide, stannic oxide, titanium dioxide, iron oxide, carmine, ultramarines, and manganese violet. Sparkling and reflective particles such as mica, bismuth oxychloride, natural pearls (guanine), and aluminum powder are used to make “frost” and “shine” polishes appear glittery or pearl-like.

Other ingredients
Other ingredients in nail polish include-

Plasticizers
Plasticizers (e.g., dibutyl phthalate, camphor, citrates, adipates, glycol dibenzoate) that serve as molecular lubricants, allowing the resin to remain flexible after drying, and increase resin resistance to oil and water. Sally Hansen’s Nail Effects use a formula that’s a little more plasticy than a regular nail polish. It looks like they’ve applied the polish to a flexible substrate (polyethylene terephthalate) and dried off all the solvent. The result is a strip of nail polish that remains flexible but still sticky enough to adhere to the nail.

Dispersants
Dispersants (e.g., organically modified clays such as stearalkonium bentonite and stearalkonium hectorite) are additives that control flow by helping the pigments mix with the resin and solvent, thereby preventing sinking of the color particles.

Ultraviolet stabilizers
Ultraviolet stabilizers (e.g., benzophenone-1) are added to prevent the polish from changing colour after excessive UV sunlight exposure.
Colorant consistency regulators
Palmitic acid is added as colorant consistency regulator.

Antioxidant preservatives
Antioxidant preservatives (e.g., citric acid) may be added.

Various common ingredients of nail polish and their cutaneous manifestations

1. **Acetone** - continued skin contact may produce a mild form of dermatitis.
2. **Acrylate** – may cause allergic contact dermatitis.
3. **Adipates** - may cause eye, skin, and respiratory tract irritation.
4. **Aluminum powder** - irritating to the skin and eyes on contact.
5. **Benzophenone-1** - is a contact irritant affecting eyes, skin, and respiratory system.
6. **Bismuth oxychloride** - it being a potential irritant to humans when it comes in contact with the skin or eyes. The skin may become red, irritated, itching, with small bumps or pimples, burning or looking swollen. Also it can make acne cystic by congesting pores and cause rosacea to flare up. Discerning, careful consumers, especially those who have rosacea, skin sensitivities, or are prone to acne, should avoid this ingredient.
7. **Butyl acetate** - no chronic effects of exposure to tert-butyl acetate have been reported.
8. **Camphor** - exposure to camphor by absorption through skin can cause serious health implications such as respiratory problems, chest pain, skin irritation and rashes.
9. **Carboxylic acid** - there is no known benefit for skin when it is applied topically in skin-care products, though it may have antioxidant properties.
10. **Carmine** - may cause mild skin irritation, itching and redness after contact.
11. **Chromium hydroxide green** - repeated or prolonged contact may cause skin sensitization.
12. **Chromium oxide greens** - effects slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (sensitizer).
13. **Citrates** - mild skin irritant.
14. **Citric acid** - can cause oral allergy syndrome or contact reactions in some people.
15. **Dibutyl phthalate** - dermal contact with dibutyl phthalate can cause skin irritation.
16. **Dimethicone copolyol** - contact dermatitis.
17. **Dipropylene** - hazardous in case of skin contact irritant of eye contact irritant, corrosive of ingestion, of inhalation.
18. **Ethyl acetate** - chronic exposure of the skin to ethyl acetate may cause dermatitis.
19. Ethyl alcohol - ethanol use is associated with skin irritation or contact dermatitis, especially in humans with an aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) deficiency.

20. Ferric ammonium ferrocyanide - redness or irritation.

21. Ferric ferrocyanide - short-term exposure may cause skin rash and irritation of the eyes.

22. Glycol copolymer - polypropylene glycol has an irritant effect on direct contact with eyes, mucous membranes and possibly after prolonged contact with skin.

23. Glycol dibenzoate - exposure may cause irritation of the skin, eyes, and respiratory tract irritation.

24. Iron oxide - irritant to the skin and eyes on contact.

25. Isobutyl methacrylate - irritation of eyes, skin, respiratory system; lacrimation; cough, sore throat; dizziness, lightheadedness; sensitization, dermatitis.

26. Isopropyl alcohol - repeated skin exposure can cause itching, a rash, and drying and cracking.

27. Manganese violet - skin contact may cause allergic skin rashes.

28. Methacrylic acid - exposure to methacrylic acid can occur through inhalation, ingestion, eye or skin contact, and absorption through the skin. The signs and symptoms of chronic exposure to methacrylic acid include skin irritation and rash, and sensitization.

29. Methyl chloroform - prolonged skin contact with the liquid can result in the removal of fats from the skin, resulting in chronic skin irritation.

30. Mica - it can have the immediate effect of irritating the eyes and skin, causing redness and itching.

31. Natural pearls (guanine) - there may be irritation and redness at the site of contact.

32. Nitrocellulose (collodion) - contact with nitrocellulose can irritate the skin and eyes. It can also cause dryness of skin and dermatitis.

33. Palmitic acid - it helps the skin by forming an occlusive layer of protection.

34. Phthallic anhydride - it is both an irritant and sensitizer of the skin and respiratory tract, and may produce asthma on repeated exposure.

35. Stannic oxide - prolonged or repeated skin contact may cause dermatitis.

36. Stearalkonium bentonite - it did not cause primary skin irritation in rabbits.

37. Stearalkonium hectorite - did not cause primary skin irritation in rabbits.

38. Titanium dioxide - skin contact may cause drying/cracking in sensitive individuals.

39. Toluene - cutaneous exposure may result in coagulation necrosis without copious skin irritation.

40. Toluenesulfonamide formaldehyde resin - human skin irritant; questionable carcinogen.
41. **Tosylamide**- Allergic contact dermatitis.

42. **Trimellitic anhydride**- TMA causes severe respiratory irritation and sensitization. Exposure may result in noncardiac pulmonary edema, immunological sensitization, and irritation of the pulmonary tract, eyes, nose, and skin.

43. **Ultramarines**- it's generally expressed as a local contact dermatitis.

From above stated details, we can clearly see that there are numerous bad effects of various ingredients used in nail polish. The common remedies for related problems are given below.

**Common remedies for Nail polish induced ailments**
sil, graph, thuja, caust, nit- ac, sep. nat- m, ars, mer, hep, ant-c, fl-ac, alum, calc, con, puls, kali-c, rhus-t, sabad, petr, lach, nux-v, colch, lyc, nat-s, teucr, apis, calc-p, ran-b, squill, berb, ph- ac, sang, am-m, bell, phos, sars, hyper, plb, coc- c, hell, led, carb-v, chin, plat, ruta, sulp– ac etc.

**Further readings**
- RADAR 10
- CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF EVERYDAY PRODUCTS by John Toedt, Darrell Koza, and Kathleen Van Cleef-Toedt
- Wikipedia.com
- Chemadvisor.com
- Cosmeticdatabase.com
**Repertory of Nail Disorders**

CHILL - SHAKING - afternoon - coldness and blue nails for four hours; with - followed by heat without subsequent sweat Nux-v.


EXTREMITIES - ABSCESS - Fingers - Nail; around hydrog.

EXTREMITIES - BLOOD - oozing from finger nails Crot-h.


EXTREMITIES - CALLOSITIES - Nails; under ant-c.

EXTREMITIES - CALLOSITIES, horny - Fingertips - nails, under ant-c.

EXTREMITIES - CHAPPED - Fingers - nails, about NAT-M.

EXTREMITIES - CHAPPED hands - Fingers - Nails; about the NAT-M.

EXTREMITIES - CLAW, finger nails like a ars.

EXTREMITIES - COLDNESS - Fingers - Nails; under cann-s. falco-pe.

EXTREMITIES - COLDNESS - Fingers - under nails cann-s.

EXTREMITIES - CONSTRUCTION - Fingers - Nails, cramping under elaps

EXTREMITIES - CONSTRUCTION - Fingers - under nails, cramp-like elaps

EXTREMITIES - CORRUGATED nails – transversely ars.

EXTREMITIES - CORRUGATED nails ars. fl-ac. sabad. Sel. SIL. Thuj.

EXTREMITIES - CRACKED skin - Fingers - Nails – Around amp. ANT-C. ars. graph. lach.

Nat-m. ruta Sil. symph.

EXTREMITIES - CRACKED skin - Fingers - Nails - Corners of lach.

EXTREMITIES - CRACKED skin - Fingers - Nails - Under – bleeding graph.

EXTREMITIES - CRACKED skin - Fingers - Nails – Under graph.

EXTREMITIES - CRACKED skin - Fingers - nails, on - corners of lach.

EXTREMITIES - DIRTY - Nails – Fingernails but-ac.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - black - fingers - nails – around NAT-M.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - black - fingers - nails Ars. Graph. Lept. Nat-m.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - black - toes - nails – around NAT-M.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - blue - fingers - nails - chill, during am-c. apis arn.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - blue - fingers - nails - menses, during Arg-n. Thuj.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - blue - fingers - nails - pain in abdomen, with sil.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - blue - fingers - nails - perspiration, during Chel. chin. cocc. dig. nat-m. Nit-ac. sil.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - brown - fingers - nails, with softening of nails formal.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - dark colored - fingers – nails morph. ox-ac.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - brown - Nails; pigmentation around naphtin.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - black – Around NAT-M.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - blood settles under nails apis
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - blueness - fever; during ip. laur. nux-v. SIL.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails – dark morph. ox-ac.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - livid ars. Colch. op. Ox-ac. sul-ac.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails – purple androc. apis ars. op. samb. sec. stram.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - red - black; then Ars.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - white – spots Alum. ars. calc. ina-i.
NIT-AC. ozone ph-ac. podo. sep. SIL. spig. spong. SULPH. thal. thuji. tritic-vg. tub.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - white – stripes thal-xzy.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Nails - white cupr. nit-ac. sil. spong.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers – Nails ant-c. ars-br. ars. graph. mur-ac. nit-ac. thuji.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers – redness - Nails; around ozone
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Fingers - Third - marbled - Nail; near nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - gray, dirty - finger nails merc-c. Sil.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - marbled - finger, fou rth, ring, near nail nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Nails – black crot-h. graph.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - purple - finger nails androc. apis ars. op. samb. sec. stram.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - purple - toes, nails androc.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - fingers - nails - around ozone

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - fingers - nails - black, then Ars.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - fingers - nails - blood settles under nails apis

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - nails - roots of cortiso. upa. x-ray

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - fingers - nails - roots of – around x-ray

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness - fingers – nails apis ars. cortiso. crot-c. lith-c. ozone upa. x-ray

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - redness – nails elaps

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Toes - Nails – black lac-e.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Toes - Nails – blueness apis bart. dig.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Toes - Nails – gray merc-c.

EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Toes - Nails – purple androc.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - Toes - Nails – yellow con.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - violet - fingers – nails hydr-ac.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - white - fingers – nails alum. ars. cupr. nit-ac. ozone pitu-a. sep. sil. sulph. thal.


EXTREMITIES - DISCOLORATION - yellowish - toes, nails, painful pitu-a.

EXTREMITIES - DRYNESS - Fingers - Nails – About graph. mim-p. nat-m. petr. sacch. Sil.

EXTREMITIES - DRYNESS - Fingers - nails, about nat-m. Sil.


EXTREMITIES - ECCHYMOSES - Nails; under helo-s.

EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - crusts - fingers - nails, about Ars.

EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - eruptions - desquamating - fingers - nails, about chlol. sel.

EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - eczema - fingers - loss of nails, with borx.

EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - eczema - toes, with loss of nails borx.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - eczema - accompanied by - falling out of nails borx.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about – crusts Ars.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about - pustules - extending to - Wrist; over  and to Kali-bi.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about – pustules bell.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about – ulcers Ars.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about – winter psor.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - nails, about eug. graph. kali-bi. merc. mez. psor. sel. stann.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Fingers - Nails, about eug. graph. merc. psor. sel. stann-m. tub.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - psoriasis - toe nails morg-g.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - pustules - fingers - nails, about - spreading over hand to wrist Kali-bi.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - pustules - fingers - nails, about bell. kali-bi. psor.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - scabs - fingers - nails, about kali-bi.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Toes - eczema - accompanied by - falling out of nails borx.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Toes - Nails; around – winter psor.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - Toes - Nails; around psor.
EXTREMITIES - ERUPTIONS - ulcerating - fingers - nails, about Ars.
EXTREMITIES - EXCRESCENCES - horny - Nails; under Ant-c. graph.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in - burning, aggressive tarent-c.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in – chronic asaf.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in - cold water - amel. apis
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in – Fingers bacls-7.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in - runarounds - Lymphatics, inflamed all-c. hep. lach. op. rhus-t. sin-n.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in - runarounds - vaccination; after THUJ.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in – syphilitic syph.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Nail; beginning in - warmth agg. apis
EXTREMITIES - FELON - prick with a needle under the nail, from all-c. bov. Led. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Root of nail; at - vaccinations; from thuj.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Root of nail; at arn. calen. caust. Fl-ac. graph. hep. phos. psor. sang. sars. sil. upa.
EXTREMITIES - FELON - Under nail alum. caust. coc-c. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - FELON, onychia, paronychia - nail - root of, at caust. graph. hep.
EXTREMITIES - FELON, onychia, paronychia - nail - under alum. caust. coc-c. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - FELON, onychia, paronychia - prick with a needle under the nail, from all-c. bov. Led. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - FORMICATION - Fingers - nails, under lach.
EXTREMITIES - FORMICATION - Fingers - Nails; under lach.
EXTREMITIES - FUNGUS hematomes - Fingers - nail of right third, middle finger, under, causing disintegration of nail pitu-a.
EXTREMITIES - HEAT - Fingers - Nails – Around graph.
EXTREMITIES - HEAT - Fingers - Nails – Under caust. graph.
EXTREMITIES - HEAT - Fingers – Nails hura
EXTREMITIES - HEAT - Fingers – nails hura
EXTREMITIES - HUMMING - Fingers - nails, under nux-m.
EXTREMITIES - HYPERTROPHY – Nails fl-ac. graph.
EXTREMITIES - INFLAMMATION - Fingers – Nails Calen. kali-c. moni.
EXTREMITIES - INFLAMMATION - Toes - first toe - nail, under sabad.
EXTREMITIES - INFLAMMATION - Toes - Nails – Around moni. sil.
EXTREMITIES - INFLAMMATION - Toes – Nails sabad.
EXTREMITIES - INFLAMMATION - Toes - nails, under sabad.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Fingers - Nails, of – lacerations HYPER.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Fingers - nails, of - root of hyper.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Fingers - Nails, of - Root of nail hyper.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Fingers - Nails, of - splinter of glass Sil.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Fingers - nails, of hydrog. hyper. Led. sil.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Toes – Nails Hyper.
EXTREMITIES - INJURIES - Toes - Nails; under amel. am-br.
EXTREMITIES - IRITATION of skin - Fingers - Nails; under amel. am-br.
EXTREMITIES - IRITATION of skin - Fingers - Nails; under amel. am-br.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail - around left aster.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail – under sep.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - nails - around - redness of roots, with upa.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - Nails – Root upa.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - nails - roots of upa.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Fingers - nails – under sep.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Thumbs - left - Nail; under bros-gau.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Thumbs - Nails; under bros-gau. sep.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Toes - Nails - Roots of nails upa.
EXTREMITIES - ITCHING - Toes - under – nails sil.
EXTREMITIES - LOOSENESS - finger nails, of apis med. pyrog. ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - around calc-p.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - adhesion of nail fold osm.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - almond-shaped bac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – around alum. bufo calc-s. dios. graph. hep. nat-s. psor.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – atrophy sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - blood oozing from crot-h.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - brittle - fingernails - old people, in ambr.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - burning, as of caust. con. elaps nit-ac. sars. vinc.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – burrowing caust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - claw, fingernails like a ars.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - corner of lach.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - corrugated – transversely ars. med.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – corrugated ars. calc. fl-ac. med. sabad. SIL. Thujs.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - crumbling away of fingernails but-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - curved fingernails - consumption, in med. tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - curved fingernails med. Nit-ac. tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - cut short, as if sulph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – depressed med.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - dirty fingernails but-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - falling of - eczema of fingers or toes, with borx.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - falling of - hair, and hell-f. hell. ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - falling of – sensation apis pyrog.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - flake in layers, toenails pitu-a.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - fly off pyrog.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - fold remains attached to the growing osm.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - grow – interrupted kali-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - grow - rapid – fingernails ozone
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - hang nails - fourth, ring finger wye.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - hardness fingernails ars. calc-sil. hep.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - holes in ars.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - horny - growth under nails Ant-c. graph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - horny ant-c. graph. sabad.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – hypertrophy calc-f. fl-ac. graph. laur.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - inflammation, Fingernails - around - under, and sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - inflammation, Fingernails ars-br. con. hell. hep. kali-c. nat-m. nat-s. ph-ac. sil. stict.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - ingrowing - toenails - granulation, with unhealthy Lach. sang.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - ingrowing - toenails - inner side m-aust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - ingrowing - toenails - paralysis, in alum.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - ingrowing - toenails - ulceration, with Nit-ac. SIL. Teucr.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - injury fingernails - lacerations HYPER.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - injury fingernails - matrix hyper.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - injury fingernails - splinter of glass Sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - irritable feeling under fingernails, amel. by biting them am-br.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - itching about roof of upa.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - looseness fingernails, sensation of apis med. pyrog. ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - lunula absent lyc. puls. tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - lunula of nails absent lyc. puls. tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - needles stitching under, as if led.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - numb and tingle colch.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - pressing m-arct.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - pricking colch.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - pulsating, throbbing under sulph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - ribbed, ridged, furrowed, etc. ars. sabad.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - roughness fingernails – ribbed thu.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - roughness fingernails - ridges, longitudinal fl-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - roughness fingernails fl-ac. Graph. SIL. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - skin around – cracked graph. nat-m. petr.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - skin around – dry graph. nat-m. petr.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - skin around - receding, pustular eug.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - skin around – softening plb. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - softening nails leup. plb. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – splitting ANT-C. but-ac. fl-ac. lept. nat-m. ruta SIL. Squil. sulph. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – suppuration ars.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - thick – fingernails alum. GRAPH. sabad.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - thick - sensation, without ars.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - thick - toenails - disintegrating into white dust when cut longitudinally pitu-a.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – thin anans. ars. fl-ac. graph. lept. op. tub. x-ray
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - tingling in – under cann-s. colch. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - tingling in cann-s. colch. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - tough fingernails chinin-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - trophic changes rad-br.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - twitching, jerking sensation alum. calc. caust. Graph. mosch. nat-m. nit-ac. nux-v. Puls. rhus-t. sep. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of - under – toenail sabad.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS - complaints of – under alum. berb. bism. sabad. sars. sep.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - almond shaped nails tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - Around nails Calc-p. psor.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - atrophy of nails sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – Base calc-p. caps.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - brittle nails - Fingernails – crumbling but-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – Corner lach.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - corrugated nails – Toenails Sabad.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - corrugated nails – Transversely ars. med.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - corrugated nails ars. calc. fl-ac. sabad. SIL. Thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - curved fingernails - consumption; in med. tub.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - curved fingernails Calc. Nit-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - cut short; as if sulph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - discoloration - blue - fever; before chin. Cocc.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - discoloration - blue - perspiration; during nit-ac.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – discoloration – gray merc-c.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – discoloration – spots nit-ac. sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – discoloration – yellow con.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – discoloration graph. nit-ac. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - distorted nails - accompanied by - breaking easily thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - distorted nails – Toenails anan. ant-c. GRAPH. merc. sep. sil. sulph. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – dryness senec.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – Edges calc-p. rad-br.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – exfoliation of nails – Fingernails merc. Sil. thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – exfoliation of nails alum. ant-c. apis ars. borx.
CALC. castor-eq. chlor. crot-h. ferr. form. GRAPH. Hell. hep. Merc. pyrog. rhus-t. sabin.
Sec. sep. Sil. squil. sulph. thuj. Ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – falling out of nails - accompanied by - granulating surface; leaving an unhealthy and sec.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – falling out of nails – Fingernails apis Ars. bell. hell. merc. Thuj. x-ray
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – falling out of nails - sensation as if apis med. pyrog. ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – falling out of nails – Toenails Ars. bell. Thuj.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – falling out of nails Ant-c. Ars. borx. brass. but-ac.
thuj. Ust.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – fungus sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails – arrested Ant-c. rad-br. staph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails - fold of skin remains attached to the growing nail carc. osm.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails – interrupted kali-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails – rapid – Fingernails falco-pe. ozone ruta
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails – rapid calc. falco-pe. fl-ac. graph.
ruta wies.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails - slow – Fingernails Ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – growth of nails – slow ant-c. sil.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hangnails - Fingers - Third – right wye.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hangnails – inflamed kali-chl. lyc. nat-m. upa.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hangnails – painful lyc. nat-m. sel. stann. upa.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hangnails – painless plut-n.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hangnails - Thumbs - Root of nail bros-gau.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - hardness – Fingernailsars. calc-sil. falco-pe. Graph. hep. ruta sec.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – hardness graph. oncor-t.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - horny – Fingernails ant-c.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - horny – Toenails graph. sulph.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – horny sabad.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - ingrowing toenails – paralysis alum.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - ingrowing toenails - sensation of x-ray

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - ingrowing toenails - ulceration, with Nit-ac. sang. SIL. Teurc.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - ingrowing toenails - unhealthy granulation, with LACH. sang.


EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - lunula of nails absent sulph.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – mycoses graph.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - nutritional changes; from rad-br.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - roughness - Fingernails - ridges, longitudinal fl-ac. kali-p. tritic-vg.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - roughness - Fingernails – ribbed psor. thuJ.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - roughness – Fingernails Graph. kali-p. SIL. tritic-vg.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - roughness - ribbed – Transversely ars.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - roughness – ribbed ars. Fl-ac. psor. sabad. sil. sulph. thuJ.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - skin recedes from the nails with formation of pus eug. sec.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - split nails - Centre; down the aur-m.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - split nails – Fingernails but-ac. Squil.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - split nails – Toenails Squil.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - split nails ANT-C. ars. Fl-ac. gink-b. graph. ina-i. lept. nat-m. ruta sabad. SIL. Squil. stann. sulph. thuJ.


EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - suppuration - Toenails - left great toe; under nail of caust.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - suppuration – Toenails ant-c. Hell. squil.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – suppuration ars.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - thick nails – Fingernails alum. falco-pe. GRAPH. sabad. Sil. ThuJ. ust.

EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - thick nails – Toenails ant-c. Graph. Sabad. sec. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - thin nails ars. calc-f. fl-ac. lept. op.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – tingling colch.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of - tough – Fingernails chin-b. chinin-s.
EXTREMITIES - NAILS; complaints of – Under alum. berb. bism. sars. sep.
EXTREMITIES - NUMBNESS - Thumbs - Nails; under colch.
EXTREMITIES - NUMBNESS, insensibility - Fingers - first, thumb - nails, under colch.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Feet - Heels - nails under the skin; like Rhus-t.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Feet - Heels - stitching pain - nail; as from a bros-gau.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - biting nails - amel. am-br.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - extending to - Nails; belo w - tearing pain all-s.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - First - Nails - afternoon - tearing pain am-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - First - Nails - tearing pain am-m. colch. con. kali-c. sep.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - First - Nails - Under nail - cold water agg. - tearing pain sul-ac.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - First – Nails berb. con. kali-c. puls. ran-b. SIL.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Around – burning con.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Around - shooting pain lith-c. merc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Around - stitching pain lith-c. merc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails – Around hydrog. lith-c.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - boring pain colch.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails – burrowing caust.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - cutting pain petr. sars.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - gnawing pain alum. berb. lach. lappa
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - jerking pain alum. calc. caust. Graph. m-aust. mosch. nat-m. nit-ac. nux-v. Puls. rhus-t. sep. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails – neuralgic All-c. alum. colch.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails – sore Petr.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - touch agg. caust. petr.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - ulcerative pain Calc-p. m-aust. nat-s. PULS. ran-b.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - cutting pain sars.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - horny growths, from Ant-c. Graph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - neuralgic berb.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - pressing pain caust. symph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - pressure agg. sars.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - shooting pain caust.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - sore caust. kali-n.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - stitching pain - splinter; as from a led. nit-ac.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - stitching pain calc. caust. con. graph. led. nat-m. nat-s. puls. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - tearing pain Bism. calc-p. fl-ac. kali-c. kali-n. naja
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Nails - Under - touch agg. caust.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Second - Nails - tearing pain ambr. teucer.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Second - Nails - Under - tearing pain lyc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Third - Nails - Behind - tearing pain sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Third - Nails - Inner border of – burning osm.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Fingers - Third – Nails nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Hips - Joints - nail; as from a aloe
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Knees - Joints - nail; as from a nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Knees - Sides - Inner – stitching pain - nails; as from nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Lower limbs - nail; as from a anac. bufu coloc. hyper.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Nails - pressing pain m-ambo.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Nails - Roots – burning sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Nails - Under - splinter; as from a calc-p. coc-c. fl-ac.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Nails - Under - tearing pain bism.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Thumbs - Nails - ulcerative pain am-m. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Thumbs - Nails - Under - drawing pain bar-c. nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Thumbs - Nails - Under - night - bed agg.; in - tearing pain sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Thumbs - Nails - Under - splinter; as from a hura positr.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Thumbs - Nails - Under - tearing pain - upward berb.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - Along the side of the toe nail lavand-a.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - flesh; as if nail would enter in colch. Graph. kali-c. teur.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - inflamed; as if lyc. Sil.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - night - bed agg.; in - shooting pain sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - shooting pain sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - splinter; as from agar. NIT-AC.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - stitching pain coc-c. kola Sil. sulph. Thuj.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - torn out; as if nail would be thuj.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - Under - left - burning lachn.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - Under - left - tearing pain coloc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - Under - pressing pain calc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - First - Nails - Under - tearing pain iod. zinc.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - jerking pain mosch.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - pressing pain m-ambo. sars.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Roots of nails - burning Asaf.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Roots of nails - stitching pain nat-m.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - sore m-ambo. m-aust.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - splinter; as from a ars-h. coc-c. Nit-ac. Sil. Sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - ulcerative pain m-ambo. mosch. nux-v.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Under - burning Eos.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Under - cutting pain sil.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Under - fever; during intermittent eup-per.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - Under - splinter; as from a fl-ac.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - walking agg. - tearing pain Camph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Nails - walking agg. camph.
EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Toes - Third - Nail; under - splinter; as from a ars-h.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under AM-M.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Fingers - Nail – Around con.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Fingers - Nail – Under am-m. Graph. sep. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Fingers - nails – around con.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Fingers - nails – under am-m. Graph. sep. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - PULSATION - Thumbs - Nails; under AM-M.
EXTREMITIES - SENSITIVE - cold, to - Fingers - Skin at nails ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - SENSITIVE - Fingers - nails - skin under ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - SENSITIVE - Fingers - Nails - Skin underneath the nails ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - SENSITIVE - Toes – Nails m-ambo. nux-v.
EXTREMITIES - SENSITIVITY - cold, for - fingers - skin at nails ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Fingers - First - Nail; around calc. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Fingers - Nails – Around con. nat-s, ph-ac.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Fingers - nails - second, inde x finger, of calc. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Fingers - Nails – Under form.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Fingers - nails - vaccination, after THUJ.
EXTREMITIES - SUPPURATION - Toes - under nail of left great toe caust.
EXTREMITIES - SWELLING - Fingers - nails, borders of psil.
EXTREMITIES - SWELLING - Fingers - Nails; close to psil.
EXTREMITIES - TINGLING - Fingers – Nails colch.
EXTREMITIES - TINGLING - Toes - Nails, under elaps
EXTREMITIES - TINGLING, prickling - Fingers - nails – in colch.
EXTREMITIES - TINGLING, prickling - Toes - nails, under Elaps
EXTREMITIES - TOES; complaints of – Nails alum. ant-c. ars. borx. bov. calc. caust. colch. con. dig. GRAPH. hell. hep. m-ambo. m-aust. merc. mosch. mur-ac. nat-c. nat-m. nit-ac. nux-v. par. ph-ac. pul. ran-b. SABAD. sep. sil. squil. sulph. teucr. thu.
EXTREMITIES - TUMORS - Fingers - nails, under ant-c.
EXTREMITIES - TWITCHING - Fingers – nails alum. calc. caust. Graph. mosch. nat-m. nit-ac. nux-v. Puls. rhus-t. sep. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITIES - ULCERS - Fingers - First - Nail of iod. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - ULCERS - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under kali-bi.
EXTREMITIES - ULCERS - Fingers - nails – under ARS. nat-s.
EXTREMITIES - ULCERS - Fingers - second, index - nail of iod. nat-s.


EXTREMITIES - ULCERS – Thumbs - Nails; under kali-bi.

EXTREMITIES - ULCERS – Toes - nail, about - proud flesh, with caust.


EXTREMITIES - VIBRATION; sensation of - Fingers - Nails; underneath mosch. nux-m.

EXTREMITIES - WARTS - Fingers - nails, close to calc-cn. CAUST. dulc. fl-ac. graph. lyc. nat-m. sep.

EXTREMITIES - WARTS - Fingers - Nails, close to CAUST. dulc. fl-ac. graph. LYC. med. sep.

EXTREMITIES - ACHING - Fingers - nails, under caust.


EXTREMITIES - BORING - Fingers – nails colch.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Fingers - fourth, ring - nail, on inner border of osm.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Fingers - nails – around calc. caust. con. cor-r. kali-c. merc. nit-ac.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Fingers - nails – under Caust. con. elaps eos. Sars. vinc.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Fingers - third, middle – nail kali-c.


EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Nails – under caust. con. elaps eos. nit-ac. sars. vinc.


EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Toes - first - nail, under – left lachn.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Toes - first - nail, under calc. lachn. Nit-ac.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Toes - nails - roots of Asaf.

EXTREMITIES - BURNING - Toes - nails – under caust. eos.

EXTREMITIES - BURROWING – nails caust.

EXTREMITIES - CUTTING - Finger - nails – under all-c. berb. colch.

EXTREMITIES - CUTTING - Finger – nails all-c. berb. colch. petr. sars.

EXTREMITIES - CUTTING - Toes - fifth, at root of nail fago.

EXTREMITIES - CUTTING - Toes - under nail sil.

EXTREMITIES - DISLOCATION, feeling of - Toes - first - nail, edge of brom.

EXTREMITIES - DRAWING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under nat-m.

EXTREMITIES - GNAWING - Fingers - nails, under ALUM. berb. lach. lappa sars. sep.

EXTREMITIES - LOWER LIMBS - Foot - bones - metatarsal - between, as from a nail when standing berb.

EXTREMITIES - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - first - nail - edge, of brom.

EXTREMITIES - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails – around ant-c. Fl-ac. hep. nit-ac. teurc.

EXTREMITIES - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails – edges of calc-p. rad-br.
EXTREMITY PAIN - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails - ingrowing toenails, motion amel. teuc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails - under - intermittent fever, in eup-per.
EXTREMITY PAIN - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails - walking, while camph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - LOWER LIMBS - Toes - nails - weather, in cold calc-p.
EXTREMITY PAIN - NAIL would be torn out, as if, first toe thuj.
EXTREMITY PAIN - NAILS - edges of calc-p. rad-br.
EXTREMITY PAIN - NEURALGIC - Fingers - nails - under berb.
EXTREMITY PAIN - NEURALGIC - Fingers - nails alum. berb. colch.
EXTREMITY PAIN - PRESSING - Fingers - nails - under caust.
EXTREMITY PAIN - PRESSING - Fingers - nails caust. m-ambo.
EXTREMITY PAIN - PRESSING - Toes - first - nail, under calc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - PRESSING - Toes - nails sars.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SHOOTING - Fingers - nails - around lith-c. merc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SHOOTING - Fingers - nails - under caust.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SHOOTING - Toes - first - nail - night in bed sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SHOOTING - Toes - first - nail sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SORE, bruised - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under mez.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SORE, bruised - Fingers - nails - roots sang.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SORE, bruised - Fingers - nails - under caust. kali-n.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SORE, bruised - Fingers - nails caust. kali-n. lith-c. Petr. sang.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SPLINTER, as if - fibula, in right, just above malleolus - first, thumb - nail, under hura
EXTREMITY PAIN - SPLINTER, as if - fingers - nails, under bell. carb-v. Fl-ac. hep. NIT-AC. petr. plat. ran-b. Sil. Sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SPLINTER, as if - toe - first, nail of agar. NIT-AC.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SPLINTER, as if - toe - fourth, ring - nail, behind sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - SPLINTER, as if - toe - third, under nail ars-h.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under root of fl-ac. nat-c.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Fingers - fourth, ring - nail, behind sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Fingers - nails - around lith-c. merl.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Fingers - nails - under calc. caust. con. elaps graph. nat-m. nat-s. puls. sil. sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Fingers - third, middle - nail, under kali-c. lyc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Foot - heel - nails, like, under skin Rhus-t. spong.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Knee - inner side - nails, as from nat-m.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Nails - needles under, as if led.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Toes - first - nail would enter flesh, as if colch. Graph. hep. kali-c. teurc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Toes - first - nails - under pressure, on amyg-p.
EXTREMITY PAIN - STITCHING - Toes - second - nail, about bamb-a.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under - night, in bed sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - first, thumb - nail, under - extending upward berb.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - fourth, ring - nail, behind sulph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - nails, under Bism. calc-p. fl-ac. kali-c. kali-n. naja
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - second, index - nail – afternoon am-m.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - second, index - nail - under, cold water agg. sul-ac.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - second, index – nail am-m. colch. con. kali-c. sep. sul-ac.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - third, middle - nail – under lyc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Fingers - third, middle – nail ambr. lyc. teurc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Toes - first - nail - under – left coloc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Toes - first - nail – under coloc. iod. zinc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - TEARING - Toes - nails - walking, while Camph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - ULCERATIVE - Fingers - first, thumb – nail am-m. nat-s.
EXTREMITY PAIN - ULCERATIVE - Fingers – nails Calc-p. nat-s. puls.
EXTREMITY PAIN - ULCERATIVE - Toes – nails ant-c. graph. teurc.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Elbow - extending to - fingers - under nails kali-n.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - biting nails amel. am-br.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - fourth, ring – nail nat-m.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails – around the nails hydrog. lith-c.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - swelling of the phalanges, with myrns.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - touched, when caust. petr.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - under the nails - horny growths, from Ant-c. Graph.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - under the nails - pressure, on sars.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - under the nails - touched, when caust.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - nails - under the nails - thumbnail berb. bism.
EXTREMITY PAIN - UPPER LIMBS - Fingers - second, index – nail berb. con. kali-c. puls. ran-b. Sil.

Feet - BURNING, pain - toes - first - nail, under calc. Nit-ac.
Feet - BURNING, pain - toes - nails, roots of - nails, under caust.
Feet - BURNING, pain - toes - nails, roots of asaf.
Feet - CUTTING, pain - toes - under nail sil.
Feet - ITCHING, feet - toes, - under - nails, under sil.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - black – around NAT-M.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - blood, settles under nails
Feet - NAILS, toenails – black Ars. Graph. Lept. Nat-m.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - blueness - menses, during Arg-n. Thuj.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - burning, nails – around con.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - burning, nails - roots, of Asaf.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - chapped, skin, about the nails NAT-M.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - corrugated, nails – transversely ars.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - corrugated, nails ars. fl-ac. sabad. SIL. Thuj.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - cracked, nails ANT-C. ars. Graph. Nat-m. Petr. Sil.
Feet - NAILS, toenails – dark morph. ox-ac.
Nails, toenails - distorted, toenails anan. GRAPH. merc. sep. thuja.
Nails, toenails - drawing, pain, under nat-m.
Nails, toenails - dryness - dryness, about nat-m. Sil.
Nails, toenails - dryness Sil. Thuja.
Nails, toenails - eruptions, nails, about eug. merc. sel.
Nails, toenails - fungus, under nails ANT-C. GRAPH. Nit-ac. Sanic. sep. SIL. THUJ. zinc.
Nails, toenails - gray merc-c. Sil.
Nails, toenails - grow, nails, do not - grow, rapid fl-ac.
Nails, toenails - grow, nails, do not Ant-c. calc. sil.
Nails, toenails - hangnail, nails - inflamed kali-chl.
Nails, toenails - hangnail, nails - painful sel. stann.
Nails, toenails - horny, nails, growth under ANT-C. graph.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay asaf. aur. fl-ac. Lach. lyc. merc. mez. ph-ac. SIL. sulph.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay - deep-seated pain agg. in warm bed sep.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay - pus, with offensive fl-ac.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - cold, application amel. Apis Fl-ac. Led. NAT-S. PULS.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - gangrenous Ars. Lach.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - hangnails, from lyc. Nat-m. sulph.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - injury, from Hyper. Led.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - itching APIS.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - lymphatics, inflamed all-c. Bufo Hep. Lach. rhus-t.
Nails, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant Anthraci. Ars. crot-h. TARENT-C.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant - bluish area, with **crot-h**.

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant - burning, with **Anthraci. Ars. TARENT-C**.

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - maltreated **Hep. phos. Sil. stram. Sulph.**


Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - nail, beginning in - root of **caust. graph.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - nail, beginning in - under **alum. caust. coc-c. sulph.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - periosteum **Am-c. asaf. calc-p. calc. canth. dios. Fl-ac. mez. phos. sep. SIL. sulph.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - prick, with a needle under the nail, from **all-c. bov. Led. sulph.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - purple **Lach.**


Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - run-around - lymphatics inflamed **all-c. hep. lach. op. rhus-t. sin-n.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - run-around - vaccination, after **THUJ.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - sloughing, with **ANTHRACI. Ars. Carb-ac. Euph. Lach.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - splinters, from **Bar-c. Hep. iod. lach. Led. nit-ac. petr. SIL. sulph.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - splinters, from - sensation of **nit-ac.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - stinging, pain **APIS LACH. sep. SIL.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - sulphur, after abuse of **apis**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - suppurative, stage **calc-s. Calc. HEP. SIL.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - syphilitic **Ant-c. ars. graph. kali-i. Merc-c. Merc.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - tendons, affected **graph. Hep. lach. Led. Merc. nat-s. Nit-ac. ran-b. rhus-t. SIL. sulph.**


Feet - NAILS, toenails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - winter, every **HEP.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - ingrowing, nails - ulceration, with **Nit-ac. SIL. Teucer.**

Feet - NAILS, toenails - ingrowing, nails - unhealthy, granulation, with **Lach. sang.**
Feet - NAILS, toenails - injuries, toenails - lacerations, from *calen. Hyper.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - injuries, toenails - splinter of glass, from *calen. hyper. Sil.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - injuries, toenails *ARN. calen. HYPER. Led.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - livid *ars. Colch. op. Ox-ac.* sul-ac.  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - pain, nails - flesh, as if nail would enter the *colch. Graph. kali-c. teuc.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - pain, nails - inflammation, as from *lyc. Sil.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - pain, nails - under nails - intermittent fever, in *eup-per.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - pain, nails - under nails *Agar. caust. eup-per. hep. merc. NIT-AC. Sil. Sulph. thuj.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - pain, nails - walking, while *camph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - panaritium - air, amel. in open *nat-s.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - panaritium - burning *ANTHRACI. con.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - panaritium - deep-seated *am-c. bry. calc. hep. lyc. merc-c. rhus-t. Sil. sulph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - panaritium - pain extending up the arm *bufo*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - purple *apis ars. op. samb. sec. stram.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - red - then black *Ars.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - red *ars. crot-c. lith-c.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - roughness, toenails - ribbed *thuj.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - roughness, toenails - ridges, longitudinal *fl-ac.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - roughness, toenails *Graph. SIL.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - sensitive, toenails *berb. Nat-m. nux-v. petr. Sil. squil. sulph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - sharp, toenails - first - under, first *cain. caust. coc-c.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - sharp, toenails - first *coc-c. Sil. sulph. Thuj.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - shooting, pain, toenails - first - night in bed *sulph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - shooting, pain, toenails - first *hyper. sulph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - spilt, nails *ANT-C. petr. SIL. Squil. sulph. thuj.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - splinters, sensation of - first, as from a splinter *agar. NIT-AC.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - splinters, sensation of *ars-h. coc-c. Nit-ac. Sil. Sulph.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - spotted, nails *alum. ars. Nit-ac. ph-ac. sep. SIL. sulph. tub.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - suppuration, nails, around - under - nail of left great toe *caust.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - suppuration, nails, around - under *form.*  
Feet - NAILS, toenails - suppuration, nails, around - vaccination, after *THUJ.*
Feet - NAILS, toenails - suppuration, nails, around con. ph-ac.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - tearing, toenails - tearing, walking, while Camph.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - tearing, toenails Camph. Carb-v. caust. graph. hep. hura thuj.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - thick, toenails Graph. sec.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - thin, nails ars. op.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - torn, as if nail would be torn out hyper. thuj.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - ulcers, toenails Caust. graph. hep. M-aust. merc. Sep. SIL. SULPH.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - white - spots alum. ars. Nit-ac. sep. SIL. sulph.
Feet - NAILS, toenails - white cupr. nit-ac.
Feet - PAIN, feet - heels - nails, like, under skin Rhus-t.
Feet - PAIN, toes - first, - nail, as if would enter flesh colch. Graph. hep. kali-c. teucr.
Feet - PAIN, toes - first, - nail, as if would enter flesh - as from inflammation caust. lyc. Sil.
Feet - PAIN, toes - first, - nail, as if would enter flesh - as from a splinter agar. NIT-AC.
Feet - PAIN, toes - first, - nail, as if would enter flesh - as if nail would be torn out thuj.
Feet - PAIN, toes - first, - nail, under Agar. carb-v. NIT-AC. Sil. Sulph.
Feet - PAIN, toes - third - nail, under, as from splinter ars-h.
Feet - PRESSING, pain - toes - first, joints - nail, under calc.
Feet - PRESSING, pain - toes - nails sars.
Feet - SUPPURATION, feet - toes, under nail of left big toe caust.
Feet - TEARING, pain, toes - first - nail colch. hep. Thuj.
Feet - TEARING, pain, toes - first - nail, under - left coloc.
Feet - TEARING, pain, toes - first - nail, under iod. zinc.
Feet - TINGLING, sensation, prickling, asleep - toes - nails, under elaps
Generals - NAILS, general - black, nails - around NAT-M.
Generals - NAILS, general - black, nails Ars. Graph. Lept. Nat-m.
Generals - NAILS, general - blood, settles under nails apis
Generals - NAILS, general - burning, nails - around con.
Generals - NAILS, general - burning, nails - roots, of Asaf.
Generals - NAILS, general - chapped, skin, about the nails NAT-M.
Generals - NAILS, general - claw-like, nails ars.
Generals - NAILS, general - corrugated, nails - transversely ars.
Generals - NAILS, general - corrugated, nails ars. fl-ac. sabad. SIL. Thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - crumbling, nails ars. fl-ac. graph. sep. Sil. Thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - curved, nails - tuberculosis, in med. tub.
Generals - NAILS, general - curved, nails med. Nit-ac. tub.
Generals - NAILS, general - dark, nails morph. ox-ac.
Generals - NAILS, general - discolouration, nails ant-c. ars. graph. nit-ac. thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - drawing, pain, under nails nat-m.
Generals - NAILS, general - dryness, nails - about nat-m. Sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - dryness, nails Nat-m. Sil. Thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - eruptions, nails, about eug. merc. sel. thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - fungus, under nails ANT-C. GRAPH. Nit-ac. Sanic. sep. SIL. THUJ. zinc.
Generals - NAILS, general - gray, nails merc-c. Sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - grow, nails, do not Ant-c. calc. Sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - grow, nails, rapid fl-ac.
Generals - NAILS, general - hangnail, nails - inflamed kali-chl.
Generals - NAILS, general - hangnail, nails - painful sel. stann.
Generals - NAILS, general - hardness, fingernails ars.
Generals - NAILS, general - horny, nails, growth under ANT-C. graph. sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - inflammation, nails - root, of Hep. stict.
Generals - NAILS, general - inflammation, nails hep. hyper. kali-c. stict.
Generals - NAILS, general - ingrowing, nails - ulceration, with Nit-ac. SIL. Teucr.
Generals - NAILS, general - ingrowing, nails - unhealthy, granulation, with Lach. sang.
Generals - NAILS, general - injuries, nails - crushed, and lacerated nails arist-cl. Carb-ac. HYPER. Led. Ruta
Generals - NAILS, general - injuries, nails - lacerations, from Hyper.
Generals - NAILS, general - injuries, nails - splinter, of glass, from calen. hyper. Sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - livid, nails ars. Colch. op. Ox-ac. sul-ac.
Generals - NAILS, general - pain, nails - flesh, as if nail would enter the colch. Graph. kali-c. teucr.
Generals - NAILS, general - pain, nails - inflammation, as from lyc. Sil.
Generals - NAILS, general - pain, nails - intermittent fever, in eup-per.
Generals - NAILS, general - pain, nails - splinter, as from ars-h. coc-c. Nit-ac. Sil. Sulph.
Generals - NAILS, general - pain, nails - walking, while camph.
Generals - NAILS, general - panaritium, nails - air, amel. in open nat-s.
Generals - NAILS, general - panaritium, nails – burning ANTHRACI. con.
Generals - NAILS, general - panaritium, nails - pain extending up the arm bufo
Generals - NAILS, general - purple, nails apis ars. op. samb. sec. stram.
Generals - NAILS, general - red, nails - red then black Ars.
Generals - NAILS, general - red, nails ars. crot-c. lith-c.
Generals - NAILS, general - roughness, nails – ribbed thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - roughness, nails - ridges, longitudinal fl-ac.
Generals - NAILS, general - roughness, nails fl-ac. Graph. SIL. thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - shooting, pain, nails - night in bed sulph.
Generals - NAILS, general - shooting, pain, nails Hyper. sulph.
Generals - NAILS, general - splinters, nails, as from, under the bell. carb-v. Fl-ac. hep. NIT-AC. petr. plat. ran-b. Sil. Sulph.
Generals - NAILS, general - split, nails ANT-C. petr. SIL. Squil. sulph. thuj.
Generals - NAILS, general - spotted, nails alum. ars. Nit-ac. ph-ac. sep. SIL. sulph. tub.
Generals - NAILS, general - suppuration, nails, around – under form.
Generals - NAILS, general - suppuration, nails, around - vaccination, after THUJ.
Generals - NAILS, general - suppuration, nails, around con. hep. MYRIS. ph-ac. SIL.
Generals - NAILS, general - tearing, pain, nails - night, in bed sulph.
Generals - NAILS, general - tearing, pain, nails - tearing, walking, while Camph.
Generals - NAILS, general - thin, nails **ars. op.**
Generals - NAILS, general - torn, as if nail, would be torn out **hyper. thuj.**
Generals - NAILS, general - tough, nails **chinin-s.**
Generals - NAILS, general - ulcerative, pain, nails **am-m. nat-s.**
Generals - NAILS, general - white, nails - spots **alum. ars. Nit-ac. sep. SIL. sulph. zinc.**
Generals - NAILS, general - white, nails **alum. ars. cupr. nit-ac. sep. SIL. sulph. zinc.**
**GENERALS - WOUNDS - soft tissues; with torn - accompanied by - Nail; tearing of Led.**
Hands - ACHING, pain - fingers - nails, under **caust.**
Hands - BORING, pain - fingers - nails **colch.**
Hands - BURNING, pain - fingers - second - nail **kali-c.**
Hands - BURNING, pain - fingers - third - nail, on inner border of **osm.**
Hands - CHAPPED, hands - fingers - about the nails **NAT-M.**
Hands - COLDNESS, hands - fingers - nails, under **cann-s.**
Hands - CONSTRUCTION, hands - fingers - under nails, cramp-like **elaps**
Hands - CRACKED, skin - fingers - nails, on **ANT-C. ars. lach. Nat-m. Sil.**
Hands - DRYNESS, hands - fingers - nails about **nat-m. Sil.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - crusts **Ars.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - desquamation **chlol.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - pustules **bell.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - pustules spreading over hand to wrist **Kali-bi.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - ulcers **Ars.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about - vesicles **ail. Nat-c.**
Hands - ERUPTIONS, hands - fingers, - nails, about **eug. merc. sel.**
Hands - GNAWING, pain - fingers - nails, under **ALUM.**
Hands - HEAT, sensation - fingers - nails **hura**
Hands - INFLAMMATION, hands - fingers, - nails, around - root, of **hep. kali-c. stict.**
Hands - INFLAMMATION, hands - fingers, - nails, around **con. hell. hep. kali-c. Nat-m. Nat-s. ph-ac. stict.**
Hands - ITCHING, hands - fingers - nails, round - **under sep.**
Hands - ITCHING, hands - fingers - nails, round **Hep. merc.**
Hands - ITCHING, hands - thumbs - nails, under **sep.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - biting, fingernails, habit of **acon. am-br. Ant-t. arn. Ars. arum-t. bar-c. brom. calc. INA hura hyos. ign. lyc. med. Nat-m. nit-ac. phos. plb. sanic. senec. sil. stram. sulph.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - blood, fingernails, oozing from - rush of to **Op.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - blood, fingernails, oozing from **Crot-h.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - brittle, nails **castor-eq. Sil. Thuj.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - burning, nails - around **con.**
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - burning, nails - roots of Asaf.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - burning, nails - under calc. Caust. elaps kali-c. merc. nit-ac. Sars.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - chapped, skin, about the nails NAT-M.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - claw-like, fingernails ars.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - corrugated, nails - transversely ars.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - corrugated, nails ars. fl-ac. sabad. SIL. Thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - cracked, nails ANT-C. ars. Nat-m. Sil.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - curved, fingernails - tuberculosis, in med. tub.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - curved, fingernails Nit-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - black – around NAT-M.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - blood, settles under nails apis
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - blueness - chill, during apis arn. ARS.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - blueness, menses, during Arg-n. Thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails – dark morph. ox-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - gray merc-c. Sil.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails – livid ars. Colch. op. Ox-ac. sul-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - purple apis ars. op. samb. sec. stram.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails - red - then black Ars.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails – red ars. crot-c. lith-c.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails – white cupr. nit-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - discoloration, nails ant-c. ars. graph. nit-ac. thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - drawing, pain, under nails nat-m.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - dryness – about nat-m. Sil.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails – dryness Sil. Thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - eruptions, nails, about eug. merc. sel.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - fungus, under ant-c. graph. petr. thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - grow, nails, do not - grow, rapid fl-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - grow, nails, do not - slow, fingernails Ant-c.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - growth, nails do not Ant-c. calc. sil.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - hangnail, nails - inflamed kali-chl.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - hangnail, nails - painful sel. stann.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - hardness, fingernails ars.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - horny, nails, growth under ANT-C. graph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay asaf. aur. fl-ac. Lach. lyc. merc. mez. ph-ac. SIL. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay - deep-seated pain agg. in warm bed sep.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - bone, decay - pus, with offensive fl-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - cold, application amel. Apis Fl-ac. Led. NAT-S. PULS.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - gangrenous Ars. Lach.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - hangnails, from lyc. Nat-m. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - injury, from Hyper. Led.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - itching APIS
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - lymphatics, inflamed all-c. Bufo Hep. Lach. rhus-t.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant Anthraci. Ars. crot-h. TARENT-C.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant - bluish area, with crot-h.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - malignant - burning, with Anthraci. Ars. TARENT-C.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - maltreated Hep. phos. SIL. stram. Sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - nail, beginning in - root of caust. graph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - nail, beginning in - under alum. caust. coc-c. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - prick, with a needle under the nail, from all-c. bov. Led. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - purple Lach.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - run-around - lymphatics inflamed all-c. hep. lach. op. rhus-t. sin-n.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - run-around - vaccination, after THUJ.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - sloughing, with ANTHRACI. Ars. Carb-ac. Euph. Lach.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - splinters, from - sensation of nit-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - stinging, pain APIS LACH. sep. SIL.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - sulphur, after abuse of apis
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - suppurative, stage calc-s. Calc. HEP. SIL.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - inflammation, nails (felon, onychia, paronychia) - winter, every HEP.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - ingrowing, nails - ulceration, with Nit-ac. SIL. Teucr.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - ingrowing, nails - unhealthy, granulation, with Lach. sang.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - injuries, fingernails - lacerations, from Hyper.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - injuries, fingernails - splinter of glass, from calen. hyper. Sil.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - injuries, fingernails ARN. HYPER. Led.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, fingernails - around the nails lith-c.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, fingernails - injury, from HYPER.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, fingernails - root of calc.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, fingernails - touched, when caust. petr.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, fingernails - ulcerative Calc-p. nat-s. puls.
caust. elaps naja Nat-s. Nit-ac. ran-b. raph. sars. Sil. Sulph.
hyper. merc. myric. naja nat-m. Nit-ac. nux-v. Petr. puls. raph. SIL. squil. sulph. teucr.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, nails - splinter, as from ars-h. coc-c. Nit-ac. Sil. Sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, nails - under - intermittent fever, in eup-per.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, nails - under caust. eup-per. hep. merc. Sil. thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - pain, nails - walking, while camph.


Hands - NAILS, fingernails - panaritium, nails - burning ANTHRACI.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - panaritium, nails - deep-seated bry. hep. lyc. rhus-t.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - roughness, fingernails - ribbed thuj.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - roughness, fingernails - ridges, longitudinal fl-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - roughness, fingernails Graph. SIL.

Hands - NAILS, fingernails - sharp, thumbnails, under - root of fl-ac.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - sharp, thumbnails, under am-m. bapt. coc-c. Graph. kali-n. Thuj. Zinc.

Hands - NAILS, fingernails - shooting, pain, fingernails - first hyper. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - shooting, pain, fingernails - night in bed sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - shooting, pain, fingernails Hyper.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - spilt, nails ANT-C. SIL. Squil. sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - splinters, nails, as from, under the bell. carb-v. Fl-ac. hep.

NIT-AC. petr. plat. ran-b. Sil. Sulph.

Hands - NAILS, fingernails - spotted, nails alum. ars. Nit-ac. ph-ac. sep. SIL. sulph. tub.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - suppuration, fingernails, first calc. nat-s.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - suppuration, nails, around - under - nail of left great toe caust.

Hands - NAILS, fingernails - suppuration, nails, around - under form.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - suppuration, nails, around - vaccination, after THUJ.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - suppuration, nails, around con. hep. MYRIS. ph-ac. SIL.

Hands - NAILS, fingernails - tearing, thumbnails, under - extending upward berb.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - tearing, thumbnails, under - night, in bed sulph.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - tearing, thumbnails, under carb-v. fl-ac. kali-c. zinc.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - thick, fingernails alum. GRAPH. sabad.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - thin, nails ars. op.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - tough, fingernails chin-s.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - ulcerative, pain, thumbnails am-m. nat-s.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - ulcers, fingernails – under ARS.
Hands - NAILS, fingernails - ulcers, thumbnails, under kali-bi.
Hands - PAIN, fingers - first phalanx – nail berb. con. kali-c. puls. ran-b. SIL.
Hands - PAIN, fingers - third – nail nat-m.
Hands - PRESSING, pain - fingers - nails, under caust.
Hands - PULSATION, sensation - fingers - nails, around – under am-m. Graph. sep.
Hands - PULSATION, sensation - fingers - nails, around con.
Hands - PULSATION, sensation - thumbs - nail, under AM-M.
Hands - SENSITIVE, hands - fingers - cold, to - skin at nails ant-c.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - first – nail coc-c. kali-c. sep. thu.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - nails, around – under calc. caust. con. graph. nat-m. nat-s. puls. sil. sulph.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - nails, around lith-c. merc.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - second - nail, under kali-c. lyc.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - third - nail, behind sulph.
Hands - SHARP, pain, fingers - thumbs - nail, root of fl-ac.
Hands - SHOOTING, pain - fingers - nails, around – under caust.
Hands - SHOOTING, pain - fingers - nails, around lith-c. merc.
Hands - SORE, pain - fingers - nails – under caust. sulph.
Hands - SORE, pain - fingers – nails Petr.
Hands - SORE, pain - thumbs - nail, under mez.
Hands - SUPPURATION, fingers - nails, around – under form.
Hands - SUPPURATION, fingers - nails, around - under, of first finger calc. nat-s.
Hands - SUPPURATION, fingers - nails, around con. hydrog. ph-ac. sil.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - first - nail – afternoon am-m.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - first - nail - under, cold water agg. sul-ac.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - first – nail am-m. colch. con. kali-c. sep.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - nails, under Bism. calc-p. fl-ac. kali-c. kali-n. naja
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - second - nail – under lyc.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - second – nail ambr. teucr.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - third - nail, behind sulph.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers -thumbs - nail, under - extending upward berb.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - thumbs - nail, under - night in bed sulph.
Hands - TEARING, pain, fingers - thumbs - nail, under bar-c. carb-v. fl-ac. kali-c. zinc.
Hands - ULCERS, hands - fingers - first - nail of iod. nat-s.
Hands - WARTS, hands - fingers, nails, close to CAUST. dulc. fl-ac. graph. lyc. sep.
MIND - BITING - nails - forsaken feeling, with calc.
MIND - BITING - nails - toenails - children; in sacch.
MIND - BITING - nails Acon. Am-br. am-m. ambr. amp. ant-c. ant-t. arg-n. arn. Ars.
castm. caust. cina cisplat. croc. cupr-o. cupr. duc. falco-pe. gaert. gal-ac. hura Hyos. ign.
syph. Tarent. tritic-vg. tub. upa. VERAT.
Brom. bufo calc-f. calc-p. calc. carc. caust. cina cupr-o. cupr. gaert. gal-ac. hura hyos. LYC.
lys. Mag-c. med. moni. morg-g. nat-m. nit-ac. phos. plb. puls. sacch-a. sanic. senec. sil.
staph. stram. sulph. syn. Tarent. upa. VERAT.
MIND - COLORS - nails, desire to paint falco-pe.
MIND - DELUSIONS - nails of toes are flying off pyrog.
Mind - DELUSIONS, general, hallucinations, visions - finger-nails, seem as large plates during drowsiness cann-i.
MIND - MANIA - tearing - himself to pieces with nails canth. stram. verat.
Mind - MANIA, general - tears, things - himself to pieces with nails canth. stram. verat.
MIND - MANIA, madness - tears - himself to pieces with nails canth. stram. verat.
MIND - TEARING - himself - skin around nails carc.
Mind - TEARING, at self - nails, at skin around his carc. cina
MIND - TEARS - himself - skin around nails carc.
Pregnancy - HANDS, nails blue, pregnancy Phos. sars.
SKIN - HARD - accompanied by - nails; distorted med.